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Team Manager: Shellee Nel 
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Pre-worlds and practice days 

I had the opportunity of coaching Matt during the Mediterranean Championships, which many of the top 

teams used for learning and experimenting with the conditions. This was a very useful exercise, particularity 

as Matt had only sailed once since recovering from surgery to a broken collar bone only seven weeks prior 

and secondly because it gave us both time to acclimatize and get comfortable with the conditions.  

The event was scheduled to start racing no later than 1pm every day, with an aim of completing three races 

per day. The wind was an average of 11knots, with a very stable sea breeze (210deg). The lessons we learnt 

included having to work for every centimetre on the start line and avoid being bow down as the option to 

tack to the right was critical. A pattern of playing the starboard side of the course quickly began to develop, 

with a decision regarding taking the gain from the pin bias or being on the starboard side to tack early. This 

decision was critical, as if the boats on the pin could tack and cross they had a huge advantage. On the other 

hand, if they could not make the cross these boats struggled to get to the starboard side of the course to get 

the right shift. Matt had some mixed results but sailed well; only to miss the gold fleet by 1 point. This was 

initially disappointing, but it gave him an opportunity to be in the front and make decisions. Which he 

promptly went on to do, winning a race and finishing second in the silver fleet; and a respectable 67th overall.  

The rest of the South African team arrived on Saturday and were very keen to get on the water. A 1.5hour 

sail in 26knots left the team feeling refreshed but ready for bed. On Sunday we checked the boats through 

measurement and upon finishing this headed out for another session on the water. Once again, more wind 

than we had seen all week, but our sailors were ready to take it on. Working as a team, we had a good session 

fine tuning technique in the chop and practicing lane holding and speed. Monday and Tuesday saw us joining 

a few other teams to practice starting and some longer upwind sections. The sailors soon realised that they 

had to work a lot harder during the pre-start compared to the races at home.  

 

Race Day 1 

The big day arrived! 

A coaches’ meeting was scheduled for 9:30am every morning, with the first race aiming to start at 12pm. 

Two races were scheduled for each day of racing; however, this could be amended if a race needed to be 

caught up.  

The wind was very different to the three days of training we had done, with light to medium pressure but 

very patchy across the course. Making it a priority to maintain boat speed and find the pressure.  Keeping 

heads out the boat to look for the gusts and shifts was essential. There was surprisingly a lot more space on 



the start line than I expected; however, our sailors struggled to maintain their position in the front row at the 

point of accelerating and quickly lost their lane.  

Doing the small things well and keeping it simple was important for the South African sailors. With the days 

racing done, we had some targets (not including overall result) to aim for – start in the front row, accelerate 

early so that they are moving fast at the gun and maintain boat speed. A critical thing to remember was to 

always be working to maintain your position and defend your gap on the start line, know your plan after the 

start and get to making it happen as soon as possible.  

Ian – 25, 18 
Matt – 51, 60 (discard) 
Keagan – 59, 47  
Bryan – 63 (discard), 57 
Karl – 58, 58 
 

Race Day 2 

We had a bit of a wait for wind in the morning, with the race committee opting to keep the sailors on the 

beach until the wind had swung and settled in the prevailing direction (195deg). The course had large bands 

of pressure and 10-15deg of oscillations coming through at consistent intervals. Making the priority to stay 

in phase with the shifts, even at the expense of sailing slightly higher and slower to hold a clear lane. Again, 

eyes out the boat to look for the shifts was critical.  

The starts improved from the previous day, however some of the tactical decision making was lacking with 

most of our sailors tacking too often in the first third of the upwind. Sailing to the corners was a definite no 

go, as the options became very limited and clear air to the mark was difficult to find without sailing too much 

unnecessary distance.  

The sailors were learning to use the space on the line and leave the line with speed rather than getting stuck 

in the pack and struggling to find a lane or having to tack and duck early. A big line sag and some current 

meant that the sailors had to accelerate up to the line and fell back quickly if they started sheeting in too 

late. A similar pattern to yesterday was evident at the start, with a heavy pin bias but very important to have 

the opportunity to tack within the first minute.  

Transit but from the pin was an option – orange flag mid-point of the RC boat, difficult to get round if starting 

right at the RC boat.  

Ian – 10, 16 
Matt – 16, 38 
Keagan – 50, 52  
Bryan – 61, 55 
Karl – 61, 56 
 

Race Day 3 

A long day of waiting…but the wind finally came through. Keeping the boredom at bay without being in the 

sun was tough, especially since the water was so inviting. Clive found a ‘bat’ and I had a tennis ball…so a 

game of french cricket became the entertainment of choice.  



Getting to the sailing; the wind picked up to stable 9-11knots. The racing became a sprint to the starboard 

side of the course but tacking soon enough to avoid the corner. A fair amount of current pushed the sailors 

behind the line, creating an event bigger line sag to what we had seen up to this point. A few of the sailors 

were stuck in the sag and forced to the wrong side of the course in search of a clear lane. By the race 6, the 

sailors were confident in their plan to start in the middle of the line and tack to the right as soon as reasonably 

possible. The qualifying series finished with a mixed bag of results.  

Overall, the consensus was that the start and a clear lane to the right were key. Again, key decision-making 

errors were made up the beat; with these mistakes costing many positions by the time the top mark was 

reached.  

Ian – 16, 26 
Matt – 19, 23 
Keagan – 62 (discard), 43 
Bryan – 61, 52 
Karl – 57, 54 
 

Team Racing 

We qualified! I was very excited that the team qualified for the team racing this year. Giving them a bit of a 

change in scene and a chance to see how they fared in a different racing format.  

We arrived at the club earlier in anticipation of an early start time, however the rush was unnecessary as the 

wind only came through around 2pm. Our first match was the 9th start in the sequence against Hungary, who 

we know are very good at team racing. This was later proved when two of the Hungarian sailors held off two 

RSA boats so much so that one of their team members who had capsized at the start was able to sail through 

and finish ahead. RSA won the race on countback. For the next race we sailed against a tough Australian 

team, who proved to be a lot faster and won the match with a convincing 1, 2, 3. Having won and lost a race, 

we could not afford to lose another one or we would be knocked out. However, the sailors from Chile proved 

to be too strong. At marks 1 and 2 RSA were in a winning combination, sadly some confusion at the front of 

the race meant that we lost the advantage going around mark 3 and were unable to recover. Overall, the 

South African sailors had a good day and learnt a few tricks.  

 

Race Day 4 

The fleets had been split - with Ian just making the cut into the gold fleet, Matt just missing out on the silver 

and Keagan, Bryan and Karl in the emerald fleet.  

Another hurry up and wait kind of day… 

A light breeze (8-10knots) filled in around 3pm and the first start only sailed off the line at 4:20pm. Due to 

the lateness of the day only one race was sailed; which had the last two fleets finishing in a very tough dying 

and switching breeze. For the first time, the committee boat was biased along with the starboard course side 

being favoured. This created a huge bunch at the committee end of the line, which already had its difficulties 

since the orange flag (indicating the line) was positioned mid-way on the big start boat. A lot of the fleet 

struggled to get a good start. The South Africans saw this and opted to start below the bunch to aim for a 



fast start and clean lane. This proved to work in our favour as most sailors recorded their best result for the 

regatta. Unfortunately, Karl scored a UFD pushing his overall result further back then projected.  

Ian – 22 
Matt - 41 
Keagan - 27 
Bryan – 30 
Karl – UFD (discard) 
 

Race Day 5 

Being a race behind schedule, the race committee intended to race three races for the day. The gold fleet 

were told to launch at 2:30pm and over the course of the next hour the wind persisted in shifting to the right, 

finally settling at 230deg with an acceptable 13knots.  

The pin start was once again an option, albeit a risky one. It only worked if you had enough space to cross 

the starboard boats. Due to the right being favoured, a priority was to protect the starboard side and get 

there, but not too far, as soon as possible. The wind built to 15-17knots, helping the bigger sailors by giving 

them some more waves and pressure to work with. Although the starts were generally getting better, some 

weakness in protecting a gap and the acceleration phase were still evident.  

Ian – 56 (discard), 40 
Matt – 31, 4 
Keagan – 25, 18 
Bryan – 32, 42 
Karl – 57, 43 
 

Race Day 6 

Being the final day of racing the race committee could not start a race after 3pm. This led them to announce 

that they would launce the fleets no later than 1pm if there had been no wind up to that point. Ensuring the 

sailors would be on the water and a start could happen quickly. Two decent races were managed in medium 

breeze.  

The race plan was very similar to race day 3, with a pin bias line and a sprint to the starboard side of the 

course. A bigger chop than normal meant the sailors needed to be substantially more dynamic in their 

movements on the boat to maintain boat speed. The South Africans struggled to get off the start, by not 

accelerating soon enough and having someone sail over the top. Line awareness was crucial, particularly with 

the chop and current pushing them back all the time. The sailors knew the strategy, but a few small boat 

handling errors in the start and first few minutes of the upwind meant they had to revert to finding clear air 

before they could implement this. Making it difficult to stay with the top group of sailors in the respective 

fleets.  

Ian – 39, 14 
Matt – 26, 20 
Keagan – 47, 30 
Bryan – 48, 52 
Karl – 52, 45 
 



The sailors did very well to help with the process of handing the boats back and no damage or losses meant 

we returned with our full deposits. The prize giving and closing ceremony were held at the yacht club, where 

the sailors took the chance for a last-minute swim. Although the water was warm, they were very chilly when 

they came out of the water. Smiling from ear to ear! 

 

Lessons learnt: 

Sailors skills at the start line, and aggression on the line is lacking. We spoke at length on how to train starts, 

and that you only need three boats (you, a boat to weather and a boat to leeward) and not 66 to develop 

good starting skills. I think, we also need a fourth boat whose aim is to try to destroy the gap and the middle 

boat must work to defend it. This is an aspect we need to spend more time training and I know we will see 

an improvement as it will give the sailors options after the start. Generally, the South Africans showed good 

boat speed, however struggled to maintain their height and they would slowly lose their lane and slip into 

the wake of the boat to leeward of them. I think the sailors were generally not always aware of how much 

mainsheet tension they were using (most being way undersheeted for the conditions), and not getting the 

feeling for how dynamic they need to be with their shoulders in the chop we had. They need to move a lot 

more! 

 

The decision making from the RSA sailors was all generally inconsistent with most making basic errors, 

specifically tacking on and staying in the lifted shift – I think this comes down to a) lack of experience in a big 

fleet of equal level sailors and b) knowing when they are on the lifted tack or when there is a wind shift. I 

know this has been said often, however my reason is that when a sailor is ahead of a fleet of 8 or 10 boats of 

various skill levels they can maintain their lead by covering the few boats behind them and staying between 

the boats and the mark. Resulting in not needing to make many strategic or tactical decisions. I got quite a 

fright when one of the sailors came up to the RIB saying it was the first time they had seen a shift before it 

got to him. This highlighted the lack in understanding of reading the conditions; however, it has forced me 

to think of ways to teach this and help the sailors develop wind awareness.  

My suggestion is to have the sailors sail double handed boats with other more skilled sailors who will be there 

on hand to teach them and help them feel it, rather than a coach trying to explain it again and again on a 

whiteboard. Another option is to give them a different perspective, such as using remote controlled boats or 

computer-based simulations to help develop the understanding.  

 

A huge thank you to Optimist SA, the parents and Shellee as the manager. I had an opportunity to learn a lot, 

we had a lot of fun as a team and it was an awesome experience to be a part of. Thank you also to the sailors 

for their determination and unwavering grit throughout the regatta, it was a privilege to coach you! 


